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Abstract. 
 
Bell’s inequalities are equivalent to the conditions G.Boole formulated to determine the 
completeness of a theory. This formulation was based on intuitive, “Boolean” logic. A 
counterfactual definite and local hidden variables model is presented, which reproduces Quantum 
Mechanics’ predictions for an even ideally perfect Bell’s experiment (hence, it violates Bell’s 
inequalities). This is possible thanks to a vector hidden variable and a corresponding operation 
(projection), which do not hold to Boolean logic.  
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1. Introduction. 
Since the famous 1935 paper by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR), many hidden variables (HV) 
theories have been proposed to complete the description of physical reality provided by Quantum 
Mechanics (QM) (note the subtle difference: EPR objected the completeness of the description of 
physical reality, not the completeness of QM itself). Bell’s inequalities apparently imply that 
completion to be an impossible task without violating the intuitive ideas of Locality, or Realism 
(Realism means, in precise words, counterfactual definiteness) [1]. Actually, there are several 
implicitly made assumptions involved in the derivation of Bell’s inequalities besides Locality and 
Realism. Giving up one of these assumptions, it is possible to violate Bell’s inequalities without 
violating Locality or Realism. The implicit assumption given up in this paper is Boolean logic.  
Boolean logic leads to Boole’s conditions of completeness. He devised them, more than one 
century ago, as a criterion to decide whether a given theory could be considered complete, or not. 
These conditions, when applied to Bell’s experiment (also named EPR-Bohm experiment) are 
demonstrated to be equivalent to Bell’s inequalities [2]. It is then impossible for a theory based on 
Boolean logic to violate Bell’s inequalities. Of course, QM is non-Boolean [3]. A HV model with 
some hope to violate Bell’s inequalities (in more general terms: to complete the description of the 
physical reality of Bell’s experiment in the EPR-sense) should begin by abandoning Boolean logic. 
The simplest choice to build up a non-Boolean model is to use vectors as the HV and vectors’ 
projection as a related operation. As it is shown next, a Local and counterfactual definite vector-HV 
model does reproduce QM predictions for the Bell’s experiment, even in ideally perfect conditions. 
In order to stress that this result is possible because of the non-Boolean nature of the vector-HV 
model and nothing else, a “standard” (Boolean) HV model is presented, for comparison, following 
the same steps. As this Boolean model has been, in its core, already published [4,5], it is presented 
as Supplementary Material, together with some other auxiliary information of probable interest. 
 
2. A non-Boolean hidden variables model. 
In what follows, vectors are indicated with bold typing, scalars with normal typing. The vector-HV 
model is derived in 6 steps: 
Step 1: Condition for particle detection. 
The system under consideration carries a vector HV, Vi(t): 
Vi(t) = fi(t) ex + gi(t) ey = Vi(t).vi(t)     (1)  
Where ex, ey are unit vectors in the directions perpendicular to the propagation direction, and fi(t) 
and gi(t) are real functions of time. The vector HV is at an angle νi(t) with the x-axis, so that νi(t) = 
atang[gi(t)/fi(t)]. The modulus of Vi(t) is Vi(t), the unit vector in its direction is vi(t); Vi(t), and νi(t) 
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are independent, uniformly distributed random variables. The i-subindex numbers time intervals of 
duration T during an experimental run of much longer duration TR. The time integral of the square 
modulus of Vi(t) between times θi and θi+T is named mi:  
mi  ≡ |V∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. i(t) |2 = V∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. i2(t)     (2) 
If mi ≥ q.u (where u is some threshold value), q particles are detected during the time interval [θi, 
θi+T]. Note that particle detection is a deterministic phenomenon. It is tempting, and probably 
useful, thinking Vi(t) as a classical field (say, the electric field for light in the semi-classical theory 
of radiation) whose time and transverse-space integral has units of energy. But it must be kept in 
mind that Vi(t) is a hypothetical HV; it can have the properties that are found convenient as far as 
no contradiction arises. 
 
Figure 1: Scheme of the vectors involved in the derivation. The vector hidden variable Vi(t) is in the 
direction given by the unit vector vi(t), it has components fi(t), gi(t) and modulus Vi(t), and is at angle νi(t) 
with the x-axis; {ex, ey, eα} are unit vectors in the indicated directions. 
 
Step 2: Average values. 
The average of the mi over the complete run is named 〈m〉: 
〈m〉 ≡ 〈 |V∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. i(t) |2〉 = 〈V∫T dt
0
. 2i(t). |vi(t) |2〉 = 〈V∫T dt
0
. 2i(t)〉   (3) 
because 〈Vi(t).νi(t)〉 = 〈Vi(t)〉.〈νi(t)〉 (they are independent random variables) and |vi(t)|2 = 1. Note the 
change of limits in the integrals, from the specific limits for each i-interval [θi, θi+T] to the limit 
indicated in general [0,T]. The average number of particles detected per time T is 〈m〉/u. Source 
intensity or T are adjusted such that the number N (N >>1) of detected particles in the complete run 
holds to N = ½.(TR/T); then 〈m〉/u = 1. 
 
Step 3: Action of a polarization analyzer. 
The value of the integral after a polarization analyzer oriented at an angle α is the square 
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modulus of the HV vector after it is projected in the direction given by the unit vector eα: 
mαi ≡ |V∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. i(t).vi(t).eα|2 = {V∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. i(t).cos[νi(t)-α]}2    (4) 
The average value after the analyzer is: 
〈mα〉 ≡ 〈V∫T dt
0
. i 2(t)〉.〈cos2[νi(t)-α]〉      (5)  
The second factor inside the integral is ½, for there is no correlation between α (fixed by the 
observer) and the random angular HV νi(t). Therefore: 
〈mα〉 = ½ 〈V∫T dt
0
. i2(t)〉 =  ½.〈m〉     (6) 
the average number of particles detected in a time T after the analyzer is half the one before the 
analyzer, regardless the value of α. In the complete run, the average number of detected particles 
after the analyzer is then NA = ½.N (as it must be). 
 
Step 4: The subset of i-intervals in which one particle is detected after an analyzer. 
Let define as 〈*〉A the average calculated not over the whole set of i-intervals, but only over 
the subset of i-intervals in which at least one particle is detected after an analyzer oriented at an 
angle α. From eq.5: 
〈mα〉A = 〈V∫T dt
0
. i2 (t)〉A.〈cos2[νi(t)-α]〉A     (7)  
Let assume that 〈Vi2(t)〉 = 〈Vi2(t)〉A. This means that, in the average, detecting a particle (or not) after 
the analyzer depends on the direction of Vi(t) and not on its modulus. As at least one particle is 
detected in all the intervals belonging to the subset A, it is evident that 〈m〉A ≥ u. Then: 
〈mα〉A = 〈V∫T dt
0
. i2(t)〉.〈cos2[νi(t)-α]〉A  ≥  u ; and also 〈V∫T dt
0
. i2(t)〉 = u    (8) 
the only way to fulfill both conditions is that 〈cos2[νi(t)-α]〉A =1, what means that vi(t) is parallel (or 
anti-parallel, what is the same here) to eα, ∀(i,t) in the subset A.  
The feature vi(t)//eα is evidently valid for a vector after the analyzer. The curious result here is 
that it is valid also for the vector before the analyzer (in the subset A). It has the flavor of an 
inversion of cause and effect, a paradox often found in QM. In the intuitive (Boolean) way of 
thinking, one anticipates that only a small fraction of the (randomly distributed) values of vi(t) is 
parallel to eα. For vectors instead, this fraction is as large as ½. This is understood by realizing that, 
what vi(t)//eα means, is that half of the components of all the vectors before the analyzer are parallel  
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to eα (this half forms the subset A, the other half is orthogonal to eα). This is easy to see in the 
vectors’ realm, but it is paradoxical in the intuitive (Boolean) way of thinking. The feature 
vi(t)//eα∀(i,t) (in the subset A) is a signal that strange things may happen when dealing with vectors. 
Yet, note that no “quantum” or “nonlocal” effect of any kind is involved here; just the properties of 
vectors. 
 
Step 5: Transmission through two analyzers (Malus’ law). 
Consider the value of the integral after a polarization analyzer oriented at angle β, but 
calculated over the subset A. This corresponds to the case of an analyzer at angle β placed after an 
analyzer at angle α. From eq.7: 
〈mβ〉A = 〈V∫T dt
0
. i2(t)〉A.〈cos2[νi(t)-β]〉A     (9) 
From Step 4, vi(t)//eα ∀(i,t) in the subset A, and using 〈Vi2(t)〉 = 〈Vi2(t)〉A: 
〈mβ〉A = 〈cos2[α-β]〉A 〈V∫T dt
0
. i2(t)〉 =  cos2(α-β).〈m〉   (10) 
hence, the average number of particles detected after the analyzer in B during a period of duration 
T, calculated over the subset of i-intervals where at least one particle is detected after the analyzer in 
A, is cos2(α-β). The expectation value of the total number of detected particles in the complete run 
is therefore NA.cos2(α-β) = ½.N.cos2(α-β), which is Malus’ law.  
 
Step 6: Entanglement. 
Consider now two systems that are observed at remote stations A and B with detectors after 
analyzers oriented at angles α and β. In the general case, these fields are described with 
independent vector random variables VAi(t) and VBi(t). Let suppose they are entangled as the Bell 
state |ψ-〉 = (1/√2){|xA,yB〉-|yA,xB〉} in the usual notation. This is taken into account here by stating 
that the random vectors are not independent, but: 
VAi(t) = fi(t).ex + gi(t).ey     (11a) 
VBi(t) = gi(t).ex - fi(t).ey      (11b) 
so that:   νAi(t) = νBi(t) + π/2               (11c) 
Note that the modulus of the two fields are the same ∀(i,t). If identical detectors are placed at 
stations A and B, they will detect the same number of particles during each i-interval, in a 
deterministic way. This is in agreement with QM predictions. But, while QM (which usually 
assumes intrinsic indeterminism) offers no explanation to the coincident detections other than: 
“there is no underlying reason, it is just the result obtained from the formulae”, the vector-HV 
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model does provide a local relationship of cause and effect. Another important difference is that the 
entangled state is described with a single, spatially spread wavefunction in QM. Here instead, it is 
described with two related, but independent and local, vector functions. 
From eq.4, now applied to station B: 
mβi = |V∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. Bi(t).vBi(t).eβ|2 = {V∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. Bi(t).cos[νBi(t)-β]}2    (12) 
Now consider the average over the subset A. Using eq.11c: 
〈mβentangled〉A = 〈[V∫T dt
0
. Bi(t)]2〉A.〈cos2[νAi(t)-π/2-β]〉A    (13) 
From Step 4, vi(t)//eα ∀(i,t) in the subset A, so that: 
〈mβentangled〉A = 〈[V∫T dt
0
. Bi(t)]2〉A.〈sin2(α-β)〉A = sin2(α-β).〈m〉   (14) 
what means that the average number of particles detected after the analyzer in B during a period of 
duration T, calculated over the subset of i-intervals where at least one particle is detected also after 
the analyzer in A (in the other station), is sin2(α-β). The average number of particles detected 
simultaneously in both stations, namely the number of coincidences Ncoinc, during the complete run 
is hence: 
Ncoinc = NA.sin2(α-β) = ½.N.sin2(α-β)    (15) 
which agrees with the QM prediction for the state |ψ-〉. Of course, it violates Bell’s inequalities. The 
results for the other Bell states are obtained assuming that VBi(t) is: 
for |ϕ+〉: VBi(t) = fi(t).ex + gi(t).ey ⇒ Ncoinc = ½.N.cos2(α-β)      (16a) 
for |ψ+〉: VBi(t) = gi(t).ex + fi(t).ey ⇒ Ncoinc = ½.N.sin2(α+β)   (16b) 
for |ϕ-〉:  VBi(t) = fi(t).ex - gi(t).ey  ⇒ Ncoinc = ½.N.cos2(α+β)   (16c) 
while VAi(t) =  VAi(t) = fi(t).ex + gi(t).ey in all cases. Eqs.11 and 16 lead directly to ortho-normal 
expressions of the HV vectors corresponding to the Bell states (see Supplementary Material).  
 
3. Comments. 
At this point, several questions arise:  
Is the presented vector-HV model really Local?  
The curious result in Step 4 may induce one to suspect that some kind of nonlocal effect is lurking 
there. This apparently non-local effect can be decomposed into two facts: 
1) Particles detected after the analyzer in station A define i-intervals that form “subset A”. 
2) The HV that belong to subset A hold to vi(t)//eα even before reaching the analyzer in A. 
Therefore, as the HV in A and B are related, some information seems to be transmitted from A to B.  
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The first fact is evidently local: observer in B needs information from A (and vice versa) in 
order to identify the coincident detections. This information is transmitted classically (“locally”) 
and is an unavoidable step in the analysis of the data in any Bell’s experiment.  
The second fact is a consequence of using HV, of any kind. It means that the detection after 
the analyzer at A is predetermined for each i-interval. This is, after all, the purpose of using HV. In 
the Boolean model too (see Supplementary Material), the HV that belong to subset A are defined by 
specific properties. These properties induce correlations between stations in a completely local (and 
counterfactual definite) way. Note that correlations obtained in a Boolean, local and counterfactual 
definite way are barely inferior to the ones obtained by the non-Boolean HV.  
Where is the difference, then? The differences of importance (in this subject) between 
Boolean and non-Boolean models are two, and none of them is related with non-locality: 
i) In the Boolean model, the state of the system is defined by a set of properties. If an i-interval 
belongs to A, then the corresponding λAi(t), which is part of the elements that define the state of the 
system, is included into a certain set. That set is the interval (in HV space) [α, α+π/2]. In the non-
Boolean model, the state of the system is defined by a vector. If an i-interval belongs to A, it 
implies that the corresponding vi(t), which is part of the elements that define the state of the system, 
is parallel to eα. 
 ii) In the Boolean model, the states that are detected at both stations (and hence, produce 
coincidences) are defined by the intersection of the two corresponding sets of properties. In the non-
Boolean model, they are defined by the projection of one vector into the other. 
These differences have no relationship with non-local effects; they are just the differences 
between a description in terms of sets (Boolean) and a description in terms of vectors (non-
Boolean). There seems to be a non-local effect only if the problem is analyzed within a Boolean 
model. 
Besides, whatever is done on VAi(t) does not affect VBi(t), and vice versa. The values of both 
variables are well defined, and their measurements’ outcomes are determined in each station, 
regardless what happens in the other station or anywhere else. This result makes evident that 
quantum non-Local effects (in systems of two qubits, at least) do not exist. This conclusion had 
been already reached by arguments within the (non-Boolean) canon of QM [6-9]. 
 
Is this model really counterfactual definite? Isn’t the HV supposed random and hence, indefinite? 
The vector HV is considered random here in the sense that it is unnecessary to specify its time 
evolution in order to derive the results of interest. It is pointless discussing here if it is intrinsically 
random (as QM measurements’ outcomes are sometimes supposed to be), or random by ignorance 
(as in classical statistical mechanics). It might be even not random at all. In my opinion, if sufficient 
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information about the source were available, it could be predictable. What is important to state here 
is that the values of VAi(t) and VBi(t) are well defined, and the same, whether they are observed or 
not. They are counterfactually definite (= they hold to Realism).  
 
Is it possible to express this HV model in the usual language of detection probabilities?  
Any doubt about the Locality of the vector-HV model would vanish if the probability of coincident 
detection could be expressed in the usual way, that is: PAB(λ,a,b) = PA(λ,a)×PB(λ,b) [1]. But this is 
not possible. Usual probabilities (that is, holding to Kolmogorov’s axioms) presuppose a Boolean 
algebra. If the latter is abandoned (by using vectors as elements, and “projection” as one of the 
operations), then it is impossible to get probabilities holding to Kolomogorov’ axioms in all cases 
(in particular, it is impossible in the case of Bell’s experiment). Some 35 years ago, the alternative 
of using probabilities outside the [0,1] range to describe Bell’s experiment was known as “extended 
probabilities” and received a great deal of attention [10]. This alternative has been recently named 
“non-Kolmogorovianity”. It has been always well known in the area of Quantum Optics, where a 
Wigner distribution function with negative values is a customary indication that the corresponding 
state of the field has non-classical features. 
Steps 1-6 above can be read as a way to reach the correct result, eqs.15-16, circumventing the 
use of probabilities. If using probabilities were attempted, the consequences of leaving Boolean 
logic would immediately arise as the violation of one or more of Kolmogorov’ axioms (f.ex, by 
finding probability values outside the [0,1] range). By following Steps 1-6 instead, the 
consequences of leaving Boolean logic are not evident from start, one persists in the way, reaches 
the end and is able to see that, after all, Locality and Realism are compatible with QM (for the two-
qubits space, at least).  
In other words: by giving up intuitive Boolean logic (which is one of the implicit assumptions 
in the derivation of Bell inequalities), Local Realism is reconciled with QM. But, this fatally implies 
giving up usual (Kolmogorov) probabilities. This makes impossible the usual way to check whether 
“Locality” holds, that is: whether PAB(λ,a,b) = PA(λ,a)×PB(λ,b) or not. 
 
Why the projection operation is said to be the key to get the correct result, eq.15? 
The operation projection of one vector into the other is: 
a.b ≡ |a|×|b|×cos(γ).ea      (17) 
where γ is the angle between a and b, and ea is the unit vector in the direction of a.  
In the first place, this operation is neither commutative nor associative. It implies a non-
Boolean algebra no matter how the other operation in the algebra is defined. For this single reason, 
the vector-HV model can violate Bell’s inequalities. Note that the operation is similar to the 
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projection of state |b〉 into state |a〉 in QM: |a〉〈a|b〉. Yet, be aware that the elements of QM are not 
simple vectors as here, but closed vector subspaces or their corresponding orthogonal projectors in a 
Hilbert’s space. QM algebra is an ortho-complemented non-distributive lattice [3], and is non-
Boolean. This is the logical reason why QM can violate Bell’s inequalities.  
In the second place, the features of the projection operation directly lead to the violation of 
Bell’s inequalities. This is because the first variation in eq.17 from the situation of two parallel or 
two orthogonal vectors is quadratic with γ. In consequence, its curve is fully into the region 
forbidden by Bell’s inequalities (see Supplementary Material).  
 
Future of the vector-HV model.  
In their masterpiece book Quantum Optics, [11] Scully and Zubairy stated that the semi-classical 
theory of light (which assumes that the matter is quantized but the field is classical) can describe all 
quantum optical experiments performed by that date, except for one: the correlations between 
remote observations produced by a spatially spread entangled state of two photons. The presented 
vector-HV model can be interpreted as a sort of lesser version of that semi-classical theory, 
specifically devised to fill that gap. It may be interesting rigging the vector-HV model, possibly 
with vacuum fluctuations and Fourier restrictions to the fi and gi, to try to include it fully into the 
semi-classical theory. 
The description of physical reality of two qubits space is thus completed (in the EPR-sense) 
by adding the vector-HV VAi(t) and VBi(t). They are the missing “elements of reality”. On the other 
hand, the two qubits space is important, but it is not the whole QM. The question whether or not the 
vector-HV model can be expanded to describe more complex entangled states (GHZ, cluster, 
graphs, etc.) is an appealing field for future theoretical research. The aim of this expansion would 
not be, of course, to replace already existing and successful descriptions, but to find the limits of the 
(say, semi-classical) vector-HV approach. From the experimental point of view instead, the vector-
HV model is irrelevant, for its predictions regarding Bell’s experiment are the same than those of 
QM. It is superfluous and, by Ockham’s razor, should be discarded. Nevertheless, I believe that 
showing that QM predictions for spatially extended entangled states of two qubits can be 
reproduced without violating Locality or Realism does have some importance. Recall that Locality 
and Realism are assumed not only in everyday’s life, but in all scientific practice. In any case, I feel 
more at ease being able to save them, than being forced to give them up.  
Finally, it is worth recalling that QM was built as it is, because it had to be able to describe 
wave phenomena. The condition of stationary wave explained the lack of radiated energy from 
accelerated electrons in the atom and the discrete pattern of spectral lines. Interference of electrons 
(and other elementary particles as well) was directly observed. Schrödinger equation was a wave 
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equation. The microscopic world was undoubtedly wavy. That’s why QM was often named Wave 
Mechanics in old textbooks.  
In turn, vectors are the simplest tool to describe and understand wave phenomena 
(interference, in particular). Vectors’ algebra is non-Boolean, and hence can violate Boole’s 
conditions (= Bell’s inequalities). Development of simple vectors’ space led to the Hilbert’s space 
of QM. However, these somehow soothing arguments do not imply that the common perception of 
the existence of “mysteries” in QM is misled. For, vectors are strange objects, more than they seem 
to be at first sight. The mysteries of QM are the ones of vectors, but these are mysterious enough: 
superposition states and their violation of the yes-no logic (a vector is not always x or y, inside or 
outside a set, cat dead or alive; for it can also be x and y), apparent violation of cause-effect (f.ex. 
Step 4 above), failure of the description in terms of usual (Kolomogorovian, Boolean) probabilities 
and, of course, entanglement. But the controversy between QM and Local Realism does not really 
exist. It is just an artifact (artifact: in the lab’s meaning of a signal detected but inexistent, caused 
by erroneous use of instruments), caused by the use of a Boolean tool (= the HV theories used in the 
derivation of Bell’s inequalities) to describe a non-Boolean problem (= wave phenomena). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL. 
 
I. A Boolean HV model. 
Here a “standard” (Boolean) HV model is presented following the same steps than in the main text. 
It is based on a simple HV model that reaches the limit imposed by Bell’s inequalities and that has 
been used before to evaluate the significance of experimental results [4,5]. 
Step 1: Condition for particle detection. 
The system under consideration includes a “rain” of unobservable particles, let’s call them 
“tokens”. Each token carries the value of a real, angular, uniformly distributed random HV named 
λ: 0 ≤ λ ≤ π. The distribution ρ of the tokens’ values on the range of λ is uniform. The time integral 
of the rain of tokens between times θi and θi+T is named ni:  
ni  = ρ[λ∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. i(t)]      (I.2) 
If ni ≥ q.u , q particles are (deterministically) detected during the time interval [θi, θi+T]. 
 
Step 2: Average values. 
The average of the ni over the i-intervals in the complete run of duration TR is named 〈n〉: 
〈n〉 = 〈 ρ[λ∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. i(t)]〉 = 〈ρ[λ∫T dt
0
. i(t)]〉     (I.3) 
The average number of particles detected per time T is 〈n〉/u. Source intensity or T are adjusted such 
that the total number of detected particles in the complete run N holds to N = ½.(TR/T), (N >>1); 
then 〈n〉/u = 1. 
 
Step 3: Action of a polarization analyzer. 
A “polarization analyzer” (in λ) oriented at an angle α has a transmission P(α,λ) defined as 
P(α,λ) = 1 if α ≤ λ ≤ α+π/2, P(α,λ) = 0 otherwise (see Fig.SM1, also [4,5]). The integral after the 
analyzer is: 
nαi = ρ[λ∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. i(t)].P[α,λi(t)]      (I.4) 
and the average value after the analyzer is: 
〈nα〉 = 〈ρ[λ∫T dt
0
. i(t)]〉.〈P[α,λi(t)]〉      (I.5)  
This is because the value of ρ[λi(t)] is the same for all tokens, and hence it is not correlated with 
P[α,λi(t)]. The second factor inside the integral is ½, for P[α,λi(t)] ≠ 0 in half the region spanned by 
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λi(t) and there is no correlation between α (fixed by the observer) and the HV. Then: 
〈nα〉 = ½ 〈ρ[λ∫T dt
0
. i(t)]〉 =  ½.〈n〉     (I.6) 
regardless the value of α. The average value of the number of particles detected after the analyzer 
during the complete run is hence NA = ½.N. 
 
 
Figure SM1: In the “standard” Boolean HV model described in this Section, an analyzer can be thought as a 
disk with two transparent and two reflecting quadrants in the space of the hidden variable λ (left).  The 
transmission through two of these analyzers is not given by Malus’ law, but by a saw tooth function (right, in 
red). In vector (non-Boolean) logic instead, the transmission through two analyzers is the cosinus-squared 
function plotted in black on the right (the difference between the two functions is exaggerated). In the case of 
entangled states the analyzers are spatially distant, but the reasoning is the same. The red line is now the limit 
imposed by Bell’s inequalities (= Boolean logic) to the correlation between measurements performed in 
remote stations. No correlation can be above the red line in (0, π/4) and (3π/4, π), and below it in (π/4, 3π/4). 
The vector-HV theory (as well as QM) is non-Boolean, and predicts a curve which is fully into the 
“forbidden” region.  
 
Step 4: The subset of i-intervals in which at least one particle is detected after an analyzer. 
Let define 〈*〉A as in the main text. From eq.I.5: 
〈nα〉A = 〈ρ[λ∫T dt
0
. i(t)]〉A.〈P[α,λi(t)])〉A     (I.7)  
Let assume that 〈ρ[λi(t)]〉A = 〈ρ[λi(t)]〉 (this is analogous to 〈V2i(t)〉 = 〈V2i(t)〉A in the derivation of 
the non-Boolean HV model), then:  
〈n〉A = 〈ρ[λ∫T dt
0
. i(t)]〉.〈P[α,λi(t)]〉A ≥  u ; and also ∫ 〈ρ[λT dt
0
. i(t)]〉 = u    (I.8)  
The only way to fulfill both conditions in eq.I.8 is that 〈P[α,λi(t)]〉A = 1. Therefore α ≤ λi(t) ≤ α+π/2 
∀(i,t) in the subset A. Or, in simpler terms: only tokens with values of λi(t) within the analyzer’s 
“transmission” interval in HV space (where P[α,λi(t)] = 1) produce detected particles after the 
analyzer. Contrarily to what happened in the Step 4 for vectors, this result is evident for the intuitive 
(Boolean) way of thinking. Note the difference: there is one set of transmitting values for the HV 
here, while there was one transmitting orientation in the non-Boolean case. 
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Step 5: Transmission through two analyzers.  
Consider the value of the integral after an analyzer oriented at angle β, but calculated over the 
i-intervals in the subset A:  
〈nβ〉A = 〈ρ[λ∫T dt
0
. i(t)]〉A.〈P[β,λi(t)]〉A     (I.9) 
From Step 4, α ≤ λi(t) ≤ α+π/2 ∀(i,t) in the subset A. Therefore, 〈P[β,λi(t)]〉A is different from zero 
only in the overlap of both analyzers’ transmission regions. This is the core of the difference 
between the two models: “projection of vectors” in the non-Boolean case, “intersection of sets” in 
this Boolean one. The overlap of P(α,λ) and P(β,λ) is a saw tooth function, which has no closed 
expression (see Fig.SM1). Assuming the range α>β and α-β<π/2: 
〈nβ〉A = (π/2 - α + β).(1/π). 〈ρ[λ∫T dt
0
. i(t)]〉 = (π/2 - α + β).(1/π).〈n〉   (I.10) 
which is a “Boolean” version of Malus’ law. Note that the average number of transmitted particles 
varies linearly with the angle (α-β). Compare with the non-Boolean case, which is quadratic in the 
neighborhood of {0, π/2}. 
 
Step 6: Entanglement. 
Consider now two systems that are observed at remote stations A and B with detectors after 
analyzers oriented at angles α and β. In general, these fields include tokens with independent 
random values: λAi(t) and λBi(t). Let suppose entanglement according to the Bell’s state |ψ-〉. Then 
the HV carried by the tokens are no longer independent, but related in this way: 
λBi(t) = λAi(t) - π/2     (I.11) 
From eq.I.4 applied to station B: 
nβi = ρ[λ∫
+Ti
i
dt
θ
θ
. Bi(t)].P[β,λBi(t)]     (I.12) 
The average over the subset A is: 
〈nβi 〉A = 〈ρ[λ∫T dt
0
. Bi(t)]〉A.〈P[β,λBi(t)])〉A = (α-β).〈n〉.(1/π)   (I.13) 
Because, as in Step 5, 〈P[β,λBi(t)]〉A is different from zero only in the overlap of both analyzers’ 
transmission regions (now taking into account eq.I.11). The average number of detected 
coincidences in the complete run is then: 
Ncoinc = N.(α-β).(1/π)     (I.15) 
which is a saw tooth function exactly in the limit allowed by Bell’s inequalities. For the other Bell 
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states the HV are: λBi(t) = λAi(t) for |ϕ+〉, λBi(t) = - λAi(t) for |ϕ-〉 and λBi(t) = λAi(t) + π/2 for |ψ+〉. 
Eq.I.15 can be obtained in a much simpler way as the overlap of the areas different from zero 
in the expressions of P(α,λA) and P(β,λB) using λ as the only HV [SM1, SM2]. No uniformly 
distributed tokens and time integrals are necessary. They are introduced here just to stress the 
analogy with the derivation of the vector-HV model in the main text and to make evident, by 
contrast, where the difference is. 
 
II. Ortho-normality conditions for vectors corresponding to the Bell states. 
In the non-Boolean HV model, Bell states are represented by (simple) vectors. These vectors are 
obtained directly from applying eqs.11-16, f.ex. (the arrow “→” means “corresponds to”): 
|ψAB-〉 → VAi(t).VBi(t) = [fA(t).exA + gA(t).eyA].[gB(t).exB – fB(t).eyB]   (II.1) 
where the sub-index i has been dropped in the rhs for clarity. Therefore: 
|ψAB-〉 → fA.gB.exA.exB - fA.fB.exA.eyB + gA.gB.eyA.exB - gA.fB.eyA.eyB   (II.2) 
where the time dependence has been also dropped for clarity. These vectors are normalized. F.ex., 
〈ψ-|ψ-〉 corresponds to the scalar product of eq.II.2 with itself: 
〈ψAB-|ψAB-〉 → (fA.gB)2 + (fA.fB)2 + (gA.gB)2 + (gA.fB)2 = (fA2+gA2).(fB2+gB2)   (II.3) 
Scaling is defined such that (fj2+gj2) = 1 ∀j. It is then natural identifying fj(t) ∝ cos(ωj(t)), gi(t) ∝ 
sin(ωj(t)), where ωj(t) are arbitrary functions of time. Therefore: 
〈fj(t)2〉 = ½ = 〈gj(t)2〉 and 〈fj(t).gj(t)〉 = 0.     (II.4) 
what makes all Bell states orthogonal after averaging; f.ex.: 
〈ψAB+|ψAB-〉 → (fA.gB.exA.exB + fA.fB.exA.eyB + gA.gB.eyA.exB + gA.fB.eyA.eyB) . (fA.gB.exA.exB - fA.fB.exA.eyB +  
+ gA.gB.eyA.exB - gA.fB.eyA.eyB) = (fA2+ gA2).(gB2 - fB2);  averaging = 1.(〈gB2〉 - 〈fB2〉) = 0 (II.5) 
Vectors corresponding to Bell states with different letter and parity are orthogonal even without 
averaging. The following expressions are useful (together with eq.II.2 for |ψAB-〉): 
|ψAB+〉 → fA.gB.exA.exB + fA.fB.exA.eyB + gA.gB.eyA.exB + gA.fB.eyA.eyB    (II.6a) 
|ϕAB+〉 → fA.fB.exA.exB + fA.gB.exA.eyB + gA.fB.eyA.exB + gA.gB.eyA.eyB    (II.6b) 
|ϕAB-〉 → fA.fB.exA.exB - fA.gB.exA.eyB + gA.fB.eyA.exB - gA.gB.eyA.eyB    (II.6c) 
As these states form a basis, it is concluded that all QM results in the two-qubits space can be 
reproduced with the presented non-Boolean vector-HV model.  
 
III. Comments on vectors’ logic.  
The way how the vector-HV model violates Bell’s inequalities can be understood graphically, as 
follows. Boolean logic can be represented with Venn’s diagrams. A state is then represented by a 
set of properties. The properties two states have in common are represented by the intersection of 
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the two sets. Two states with nothing in common are represented by disjoint sets. This is the 
situation of the “Boolean HV analyzer” described in the Section I above. The transparent regions in 
the analyzers can be read as Venn’s sets of properties (in λ space) that determine passing through 
the analyzer (see Fig.SM1). States passing through parallel analyzers have the same properties, and 
are represented by the same set. Let slightly rotate one of the analyzers. The properties the analyzers 
still have in common determine the coincidences. These properties are given by the intersection set 
of their transparent regions (in λ space). The size of the intersection set decreases linearly with the 
rotation angle. This is the saw tooth function plotted in red in the right part of Fig.SM1. This 
function is also the limit imposed to correlations by Bell’s inequalities (= Boolean logic). No 
correlation can be above the red line in (0, π/4) and (3π/4, π), and below it in (π/4, 3π/4). 
In the non-Boolean HV model, a state is represented by a vector. The properties two states 
have in common are represented by the projection of one vector into the other. Two states with 
nothing in common are orthogonal vectors. States passing through two parallel analyzers have the 
same properties, and are represented by the same vector. Let slightly rotate one of the analyzers. 
The properties the analyzers still have in common determine the coincidences. These properties are 
given by the projection of one vector into the other. The size of the projected vector decreases 
quadratically with the displacement. The resulting curve is then fully into the region forbidden by 
Bell’s inequalities (and Boolean logic).  
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